
Corsa
Rodeo
“Intelligent” operators for 
everyday sliding doors

Automation for sliding door is the 

modern-day discriminating

element when it comes to modern 

design, all in the logic of maximum 

space exploitation. 

Operators for
sliding door of up 
to 75 and 125 Kg /
165 and 280 lb

The range
Complete automation systems with 24V D.C. operator
CORSA1 Automation system for one-leaf sliding doors of up to 75 Kg / 165 lb.
CORSA2 Automation system for two-leaf sliding doors of up to 75 Kg / 165 lb per door leaf.  
RODEO1 Automation system for one-leaf sliding doors of up to 125 Kg / 280 lb.
RODEO2 Automation system for two-leaf sliding doors of up to 125 Kg / 280 lb per door leaf.

Covering and support aluminium profiles
PLCD Beam profile and slide guide.
LC00 Natural anodized profile cover.
LC01 Unfinished profile cover.
LD00 Natural anodized extra-size profile cover.
LD01 Unfinished extra-size profile cover.
LTC Natural grey painted caps for LC00 profile cover.
LTCG Unfinished caps for LC01 profile cover.
LTD Caps with hinges for LD00 and LD01 profile covers.

Accessories
MA7041 Function selector.
MA7012 Electroblocker complete with cord and release lever.
MA7032 Card for connecting two 12V – 1.2Ah emergency batteries with rack.

Also, a vast range of safety and command accessories is available, as well as two complete lines of aluminium 
frames for constructing doors with built-in frames, made of glass and panic-proof easy-crash system.

Notes
The maximum obtainable length, for a single piece, equals 6,700 mm / 263.77 in, which corresponds to
3,330 mm / 131.1 in of maximum passing room.
The minimum obtainable length is 1,420 mm / 55.9 in, which corresponds to 700 mm / 27.55  in of 
maximum passing room. Custom varnishing and finishes are available.

Dedicated accessories
Installing an automatic door duly requires it to be integrated by accessories, 
which are indispensable for command and safety purposes.

Came offers a range of devices that can be applied to any specific context 
or requirement, even if particular.

Command radar, function selector, emergency batteries, sensitive plates,
and coded selector are just some examples that serve to set up complete, 
functional systems which are, above all, Came originals.

> Function selector switch

This is a fundamental command element for doors and enables the duty 

mode to be selected, to control movement of the door leaves.

It is applied near the threshold or elsewhere depending on the

specific needs.

> Touch activated volumetric sensor

This is a manual command that enables the door to open without having to 

touch the device, while simultaneously avoiding undesired openings.

It is suitable for hospitals, doctors’ clinics and where high levels of hygiene 

must be met.

> Sensitive floor plates

Specifically designed to set up a local floor command, which is covered by a

door mat. Suitable for reduced spaces.

> Adjustable infrared radar

These are best suited for all the automated devices that control people 

flows, for both civil and commercial applications.

> Microwave volumetric radars

These are specific for sensing people or carts and so are appropriate for use 

in supermarkets or shopping malls. They come in four models depending on 

their range and directionality.

> Infrared security radar

This sensing device specifically provides security to the areas adjacent to 

the movement space of the doors.

It is ideal when a very high level of security is needed such as in schools and 

hospitals.

> Numeric code selectors

> Transponder sensor

Specific accessories designed for command security.

In fact, only authorised users, through a personal code, card or transponder 

key chain may be cleared to use the automated device.

The command accessories

> Micro-photocells

These are fundamental for user 

safety, they are miniaturized and 

can be installed in the thin risers of 

the modern aluminium profiles.

> Electroblocker

It is indispensable to block the door 

leaves during opening and/or clo-

sing. It is controlled by an apposite 

emergency battery card, if there is 

a blackout.

> Emergency battery card

ensures to the functioning of the 

operator in case of temporary 

blackout. 

Several functioning modes may be 

configured.

Safety accessories

1 mm = 0,0393 in

Dimensions

Technical features
Type CORSA 1 CORSA 2 RODEO 1 RODEO 2

Power supply (V) (50/60 Hz) 230 A.C. 230 A.C. 230 A.C. 230 A.C.

Motor power supply (V) 24 D.C. 24 D.C. 24 D.C. 24 D.C.

Current draw (A) 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6

Power (W) 70 70 90 90

Manoeuvre speed (cm/s / in/s) max 57 / max 22.44 max 102 / max 40.15 max 45 / max 17.71 max 80 / max 31.49

Duty cylce (%) INTENSIVE USE INTENSIVE USE INTENSIVE USE INTENSIVE USE

Thrust  (Kg/lb) 5/11.02 5/11.02 8/17.63 8/17.63

Operating temperature (°C/°F) -20 - +55 / -4 - +131

120V A.C.- 60 Hz PRODUCTS PLEASE CHECK OUR PRICE LIST  24V D.C.

Made in Italy

For its quality processes 
management Came Cancelli 
Automatici is ISO 9001:2000 

certified, and for its 
environmental management 

it is ISO 14001 certified. 
Came designs and 

manufactures entirely 
in Italy.
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Came offers two complete lines of 6060 aluminium alloy frames. 
Elegantly designed and built to last, they come complete with gaskets and 
accessories.

The S40 series for constructing framed doors, also with panic-proof 
easy-crash system, where required.

The S20 series, for realising glass doors, with its neat, elegant design, is 
specific when using tempered glass 10 mm / 0,39 in thick.

Sizing

Automated doors are an added value to any building, whether it be residential, 
professional or commercial. Comfort, prestige, safety, practicality, space 
enhancement, client hospitality oriented.
These are just some of the great advantages provided. Sharp-looking and 
functional, these door automations start off simple from the drawing board, as 
they are designed to be integrated with a host of available solutions so 
as to fully exploit the system. Came automated systems and advanced 
design know-how make it so that doors in modern-day architecture are 
no longer barriers, but rather a service.

The advantages

Corsa and Rodeo are specifically designed to operate sliding doors, of any kind, weighing up to 125 kg per single 
door leaf. Equipped with sophisticated command logic and state-of-the-art microprocessors, they are able to 
autonomously manage all of the doors’ operational parameters, from travel speed - independently for the closing 
and opening phases - to slow-down mode, and electronic thrust control. Providing maximum reliability and safety
operating conditions.

Technology at your service

Automated 
doors for all 

types of
applications

Public and commercial areas 
such as railway stations, airports, 
naval stations, shops, shopping 
malls and pharmacies.

Public and service areas such 
as banks, offices, hospitals and 
sports centres.

Customized and customizable 
profiles. 
Beam and cover are made of 6060 
natural anodised aluminium alloy, but 
other varnishings and anodised finishes 
are available on request.

Private areas such as hotels, 
restaurants, companies and resi-
dential homes.

Corsa and Rodeo
Today automated sliding doors are the ideal solution when it comes to managing 
access ways, be it in private or public areas.
Door automation can thus be considered to be the maximum technological sta-
tement when applied to doors - making their daily operation safer and 
easier to use.

Automated sliding doors

PracticalityReliabilityHygiene      Safety

Corsa and Rodeo need little time to install and low levels of periodic maintenance, and no further burdens. In 
exchange they provide a series of enormous advantages. What is more, they are perfectly integrable with the 
entire range of Came’s accessories to help solve any access traffic issues, any particular applications and for any 
need arising when doing away with architectural barriers.

Easy to install

Corsa and Rodeo are the finishing touches to any access control system. In fact, just automating all doors within 
the area to be controlled will ensure continual client access management and control - whether they are paying 
guests or service staff. It is a complete system, fully integrated in every detail, providing constant reliability and 
performance levels, which is the Came way.

Access control

Properly sizing an automatic sliding door is truly simple. All that is needed is the weight and width of the sliding door leaf or leaves.
The size of the beams, in fact, despite the version, is easily computable using the following formula:

Employed with great flexibility

Obstacle detection. 
The integrated microprocessor is able 
to detect any obstacle within the travel 
spectrum of the doors. 
The consequently activated safety pro-
cedure in slow-travel mode, switches 
back automatically to normal once the 
obstacle is cleared.

An “intelligent” heart. 
The logical design of the microprocessor 
command and control enable the 
operator to regulate itself, when it 
comes to door-leaf travel and boost 
parameters, providing safer operational 
conditions.

Foldable hinged frame cover. 
Enables fast, easy access when 
inspecting during programmed mainte-
nance checks.

Comfort PrestigeWelcoming effect 

BEAM = WIDTH OF SLIDING DOOR LEAF X 2 + 20 mm / 0,78 in

Push opening

Net doorway width

Width of sliding door leaves

L = Beam

A complete range

S20 series
Elegant, solid and functional, the S20 complete series of Came frames is designed for 10 mm / 0,39 in thick 
tempered glass, yet it can be also used with lesser and greater widths (i.e. 4 - 15 mm / 0,15 - 0,59 in).

S40 series
Specifically designed for the integrated panic-proof easy-crash system. Mounting the frames does not require 
any particular tasks and calls for the simple use of the supplied accessories.

Leaf frames

Corsa and Rodeo are made for handling emergency exits. In fact, special devices are fitted to give the doors 
a built-in panic exit bar function.
This means that a simple push of the hand will open the door at any time if the need arises.
This set up allows you to automate emergency exits while bringing great advantages in terms of safety, yet it 
is also extremely suitable for particular passage applications, such as in receiving - loading/unloading rooms 
- or automobile dealerhips.
The panic exit bar is best designed into the original blueprints. At this stage it allows the designers to decide 
which way the door leaves will open and thus specifically engineer the door. The panic exit bar must open the 
doors outwards; therefore, the action, even in an emergency, is completely mechanical and may be carried 
out whether the door is closed, open or in motion.

Panic-proof easy-crash

Total availability of transit space

Automation
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Corsa
Rodeo
“Intelligent” operators for 
everyday sliding doors

Automation for sliding door is the 

modern-day discriminating

element when it comes to modern 

design, all in the logic of maximum 

space exploitation. 

Operators for
sliding door of up 
to 75 and 125 Kg /
165 and 280 lb

The range
Complete automation systems with 24V D.C. operator
CORSA1 Automation system for one-leaf sliding doors of up to 75 Kg / 165 lb.
CORSA2 Automation system for two-leaf sliding doors of up to 75 Kg / 165 lb per door leaf.  
RODEO1 Automation system for one-leaf sliding doors of up to 125 Kg / 280 lb.
RODEO2 Automation system for two-leaf sliding doors of up to 125 Kg / 280 lb per door leaf.

Covering and support aluminium profiles
PLCD Beam profile and slide guide.
LC00 Natural anodized profile cover.
LC01 Unfinished profile cover.
LD00 Natural anodized extra-size profile cover.
LD01 Unfinished extra-size profile cover.
LTC Natural grey painted caps for LC00 profile cover.
LTCG Unfinished caps for LC01 profile cover.
LTD Caps with hinges for LD00 and LD01 profile covers.

Accessories
MA7041 Function selector.
MA7012 Electroblocker complete with cord and release lever.
MA7032 Card for connecting two 12V – 1.2Ah emergency batteries with rack.

Also, a vast range of safety and command accessories is available, as well as two complete lines of aluminium 
frames for constructing doors with built-in frames, made of glass and panic-proof easy-crash system.

Notes
The maximum obtainable length, for a single piece, equals 6,700 mm / 263.77 in, which corresponds to
3,330 mm / 131.1 in of maximum passing room.
The minimum obtainable length is 1,420 mm / 55.9 in, which corresponds to 700 mm / 27.55  in of 
maximum passing room. Custom varnishing and finishes are available.

Dedicated accessories
Installing an automatic door duly requires it to be integrated by accessories, 
which are indispensable for command and safety purposes.

Came offers a range of devices that can be applied to any specific context 
or requirement, even if particular.

Command radar, function selector, emergency batteries, sensitive plates,
and coded selector are just some examples that serve to set up complete, 
functional systems which are, above all, Came originals.

> Function selector switch

This is a fundamental command element for doors and enables the duty 

mode to be selected, to control movement of the door leaves.

It is applied near the threshold or elsewhere depending on the

specific needs.

> Touch activated volumetric sensor

This is a manual command that enables the door to open without having to 

touch the device, while simultaneously avoiding undesired openings.

It is suitable for hospitals, doctors’ clinics and where high levels of hygiene 

must be met.

> Sensitive floor plates

Specifically designed to set up a local floor command, which is covered by a 

door mat. Suitable for reduced spaces.

> Adjustable infrared radar

These are best suited for all the automated devices that control people 

flows, for both civil and commercial applications.

> Microwave volumetric radars

These are specific for sensing people or carts and so are appropriate for use 

in supermarkets or shopping malls. They come in four models depending on 

their range and directionality.

> Infrared security radar

This sensing device specifically provides security to the areas adjacent to 

the movement space of the doors.

It is ideal when a very high level of security is needed such as in schools and 

hospitals.

> Numeric code selectors

> Transponder sensor

Specific accessories designed for command security.

In fact, only authorised users, through a personal code, card or transponder 

key chain may be cleared to use the automated device.

The command accessories

> Micro-photocells

These are fundamental for user 

safety, they are miniaturized and 

can be installed in the thin risers of 

the modern aluminium profiles.

> Electroblocker

It is indispensable to block the door 

leaves during opening and/or clo-

sing. It is controlled by an apposite 

emergency battery card, if there is 

a blackout.

> Emergency battery card

ensures to the functioning of the 

operator in case of temporary 

blackout. 

Several functioning modes may be 

configured.

Safety accessories

1 mm = 0,0393 in

Dimensions

Technical features
Type CORSA 1 CORSA 2 RODEO 1 RODEO 2

Power supply (V) (50/60 Hz) 230 A.C. 230 A.C. 230 A.C. 230 A.C.

Motor power supply (V) 24 D.C. 24 D.C. 24 D.C. 24 D.C.

Current draw (A) 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6

Power (W) 70 70 90 90

Manoeuvre speed (cm/s / in/s) max 57 / max 22.44 max 102 / max 40.15 max 45 / max 17.71 max 80 / max 31.49

Duty cylce (%) INTENSIVE USE INTENSIVE USE INTENSIVE USE INTENSIVE USE

Thrust  (Kg/lb) 5/11.02 5/11.02 8/17.63 8/17.63

Operating temperature (°C/°F) -20 - +55 / -4 - +131
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the movement space of the doors.

It is ideal when a very high level of security is needed such as in schools and 

hospitals.

> Numeric code selectors

> Transponder sensor

Specific accessories designed for command security.

In fact, only authorised users, through a personal code, card or transponder 

key chain may be cleared to use the automated device.

The command accessories

> Micro-photocells

These are fundamental for user 

safety, they are miniaturized and 

can be installed in the thin risers of 

the modern aluminium profiles.

> Electroblocker

It is indispensable to block the door 

leaves during opening and/or clo-

sing. It is controlled by an apposite 

emergency battery card, if there is 

a blackout.

> Emergency battery card

ensures to the functioning of the 

operator in case of temporary 

blackout. 

Several functioning modes may be 

configured.

Safety accessories

1 mm = 0,0393 in

Dimensions

Technical features
Type CORSA 1 CORSA 2 RODEO 1 RODEO 2

Power supply (V) (50/60 Hz) 230 A.C. 230 A.C. 230 A.C. 230 A.C.

Motor power supply (V) 24 D.C. 24 D.C. 24 D.C. 24 D.C.

Current draw (A) 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6

Power (W) 70 70 90 90

Manoeuvre speed (cm/s / in/s) max 57 / max 22.44 max 102 / max 40.15 max 45 / max 17.71 max 80 / max 31.49

Duty cylce (%) INTENSIVE USE INTENSIVE USE INTENSIVE USE INTENSIVE USE

Thrust  (Kg/lb) 5/11.02 5/11.02 8/17.63 8/17.63

Operating temperature (°C/°F) -20 - +55 / -4 - +131

120V A.C.- 60 Hz PRODUCTS PLEASE CHECK OUR PRICE LIST  24V D.C.

Made in Italy

For its quality processes 
management Came Cancelli 
Automatici is ISO 9001:2000 

certified, and for its 
environmental management 

it is ISO 14001 certified. 
Came designs and 

manufactures entirely 
in Italy.
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AUTOMATIC 
SLIDING DOOR 
FOR LEAVES 
WEIGHING 
UP TO 100 KG 

CAME cancelli automatici S.p.A.

via Martiri della Libertà, 15
31030 Dosson di Casier
Treviso. - Italy
Tel. (+39) 0422 4940
Fax (+39) 0422 4941
info@came.it
www.came.com
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Sipario 
electronics 
and 
technology 

The
Sipario
range

Operator for one sliding-door leaf weighing up to 100 Kg and of two end caps. 001SIPARIO1

Operator for two sliding-door leaves weighing up to 100 Kg per leaf and of two end caps. 001SIPARIO2 

Functions selector.001SIPA03

Natural anodised aluminium carter, complete with dust strip and hinges.001SIPC

Non-finish aluminium carter, complete with dust strip and hinges. 001SIPCG

Electro-lock complete with pull-cord and release lever. 001SIPA02

Wall-mounting profile. 001SIPP

Electric anti-panic device complete with two 12 V - 1.2 Ah batteries. 001SIPA01

Anodized-aluminium beam profile. 001SIPTR

Transceiver functions selector switch (must have item 001SIPA05). 001SIPA04

Wall support for transceiver functions selector. 001SIPA14

Radio receiver complete with antenna. 001SIPA05

Clock card to set timer functions - such as timed openings and closings - (must have at least one 

functions-selector 001SIPA03 or 001SIPA04).
001SIPA06

Extra  pull-cord release L = 5 m  001SIPA07

Double pair of wall-box mounted infrared beam micro-photocells, 24 V AC - DC with 7 m range, 
complete with L = 6 m screened cable. 

001SIPA08

Double pair of wall-box mounted infrared beam micro-photocells, 24 V AC - DC with 7 m range, 
complete with L = 6 m screened cable. 

001SIPA09

Technical specifications
Type SIPARIO1 SIPARIO2
Power supply (V - 50/60 Hz) 230 AC ± 10% 230 AC ± 10%
Motor power supply (V - 50/60 Hz) 24 DC 24 DC
Power draw (A) 5.3 5.3

Max. power rating 220 220 

Thrust (Kg) 5 5
Duty cycle (%) INTENSIVE USE INTENSIVE USE
Max. manouvre speed (cm/s) 80 80
Operating temperature (°C) -20 ÷ +55 -20 ÷ +55

 24 V DC

Limits to use
MODEL SIPARIO1 SIPARIO2
Min. width of door-leaf  (mm) 630 920 (460 + 460) 
Max. width of door-leaf (mm) 3350 3350 (1675 + 1675)
Max. weight of door-leaf (Kg) * 100 100 + 100

 24 V DC

Dimensions
MODEL SIPARIO 1 SIPARIO 2
T min. length of beam (mm) 1286 1286
T max. length of beam (mm) 6726 6726 

* H Beam Height = 110 mm with 001SIPP accessory.  24 V DC

Complete operators with 24 V DC gearmotors 

Accessories

SEE CAME'S LATEST
from your licensed dealer or on came.com
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Radio commands are possible  via the snap-
in receiver.  The system can control up to 8 
automatic doors using just one Tam or Top or 
Atomo-series transmitter, or, via the 001S9000 
radio-digital keypad (max. 25 overall users). 

KIT SOLUTION: 
USER FRIENDLY AND 
ALWAYS READY FOR 
DELIVERY! 
The Sipario kit is pre-cabled and, with just a few, 
simple operations, lets you set-up an operator 
designed specifically around customers' needs: 
quickly and competitively.

DEDICATED PROFILES 
FOR BUILDING DOOR- 
LEAVES. 

A vast range of aluminium profiles, for building 
framed and glass door-leaves, make Sipario the 
complete solution, that also boasts refined and 
rational aesthetics.  

With its featured command and safety functions, 
the new Sipario electronics add many special 
details, for total operator control and optimal 
service levels. 

The Encoder-based button means high-level 
performance and autonomous thrust control 
based on the working temperature of the motor; 
which means constant speed of movement, 
even under extremely intensive-use conditions. 

All of the functionalities are standard issue 
and accessible via the, cable or wireless, 
functions selector; to command all the modes 
on the control panel, such as: two-way, one-
way, door blocked open, door blocked closed, 
and partial opening of the gate leaves. 
Another one of the standard functions is the 
so-called “Chemist’s” mode; which limits door 
opening while blocking it, and all via push button.  

USB port for connection built-into the 
function selector, for downloading and uploading 
configurations from one door another. 

Wireless functions selector for remotely 
managing and controlling every functionalities. 

"Clock" module uses a daily timer to control 
and schedule functions.   

Coupled connections and "compass" 
function, all standard on the control panel   
connecting two automations via a tri-polar cable. 

Dedicated connection  for the 001TSP00 
proximity reader and for digital keypads of the 
001S5000 - 001S6000 - 001S7000
(max. 25 users overall). 

* H Beam Height = 110 mm with 001SIPP accessory. 

T

*100

170

* SIPARIO1
can also move single door leaves weighing up to 200 Kg by adding two castor wheels. 

Dimensions (mm)



10 CENTIMETRES OF
 SUPER-FINE TECHNOLOGY. 
Easy to install, the new Sipario automatic door provides 
top-level, hi-tech solutions and service, in just 10 cm 
(the height of the beam profile). 
A refined, intelligently engineered system, which blends into 
the most diverse conditions of use and brings you superior 
applicative flexibility: from single to commercial and service 
sector systems. 
With Sipario you always get the right solution! 

STRENGTHS:

Minimum overall dimensions, thanks to the limited height 
(just 10 cm) of the bearing profile, so it’s easy to fit, even when 
the main beam is low or with false ceilings. 

The electronics that communicate, via the built-in USB 
connection in the function selector, let you download and 
upload the automation settings, making it easier to configure 
in systems with multiple doors. 

And with wireless programming, thanks to a new
command selector switch, which allows you to manage the 
door's functions remotely and wirelessly. In fact, all movement 
parameters can be adjusted, without acting directly on the 
control panel, for on-the-spot management of installation, 
configuration and maintenance operations. 

THE RELEASE LEVER, 
IS ALWAYS HANDY! 

The built-in mechanical release system simplify door-releasing 
manoeuvres in emergency situations. For single entrances, a 
second release point can be connected, and placed outside 
the door. 

Position the mounting profile at the 
proper height with respect to the wall. 

Place the beam on the assembly 
profile and fasten it to the support 
using the four holes on the ends. 

Lign up the profile horizontally and 
fasten it to the support using all of the 
holes. 

Complete assembly by fastening the 
carter and end caps.  

Sipario 

Enter 
technology.  

The reasons 
to choose 

Sipario

FASTENING THE DOOR TO 
THE MAIN BEAM IS MADE 
EASIER BY THE APPOSITE 
MOUNTING PROFILE. 
(the minimum height of the 
main beam with this accessory 
is 11 cm) . 

THE RELEASE LEVER 
IS BUILT-INTO 
THE SIDE COVER. 

H

Sipario is Came's latest solution for sliding automatic 
doors. The cutting-edge technologies and materials make 
it so that multiple automated entrance variations are 
possible - even those involving more complex conditions. 
This is the ideal operator, for either single applications or 
large commercial and service sector solutions. 

AUTHENTIC  
ITALIAN QUALITY. 
The 100% Made in Italy orignal trademark testifies 
that the full range of Came automated products, 
stem from a quality productive process, designed 
to generate technologically reliable and efficient 
products. These undergo wear-and-tear tests 
simulating 10-15 years of intesive use, plus 
resistance to extreme temperature tests, and 
operating within electro magnetic interferences 
tests. It means prestige and confidence for those 
installing it, and safety and peace-of-mind to those 
using it.
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Fly
The operator for swing
doors that meets any 
requirements

A revolutionary product, specifically 

designed to operate any type of 

door, safely and reliably, to make 

your operations as simple as 

possible.

Operators for 
swing door of up 
to 1.2 m / 4 ft

Dedicated accessories 
An automatic door system requires it to be integrated with accessories,
which are indispensable for its command and safety functions.

For this purpose Came offers specific devices for any applicative context
and need, even special needs.

Command radar, function selector, emergency batteries, sensitive plates,
and coded selectors are just some examples of what is available to install 
complete, functional and above all original Came systems.

> Function selector switch

This is a fundamental command element for doors and enables the duty 

mode to be selected, to control movement of the door leaves.

It is applied near the threshold or elsewhere depending on the

specific needs.

> Volumetric touch sensor

This is a manual command that enables the opening of the door without

coming into physical contact with the actual command, while at the same 

time avoiding any unwanted openings.

Especially suited for hospitals, general surgeries and anywhere where

hygiene is an issue.

> Sensitive floor plates

These elements have been designed to provide a local ground-based

command, which is covered by a door-mat. Especially suited for condition 

of reduced space.

> Adjustable infrared radar

These are applicable in the majority of automation systems applied to 

control people passages in both residential and commercial settings.

> Volumetric microwave radar

These are specific for detecting both people and objects (e.g. carts),

these are preferred in supermarkets and shopping malls.

They are available in four models which differ in range, directionality 

and height of application.

> Infrared safety radar

This device performs specific detection functions for protection

in the areas adjacent to the door leaf movement.

It is particularly suited when a very high level of security is required 

as, for example in hospitals and schools.

> Numeric code selectors

> Transponder sensor

Specific accessories especially designed for command safety.

In fact, only those users, authorised through a personal code, card or

transponder keychain, will be able to operate the automation system.

> Please Note

Fly automation systems can be connected to a 12V – 15W max.

electric lock.

The command accessories

> Micro-photocells

These are primary safety elements 

for user safety, they are miniaturised 

and can be even placed in the thin 

aluminium door risers of modern 

door profiles.

> Emergency battery card

This ensures functioning even during 

a temporary blackout. 

It may configured in different operating

modes.

The safety devices

Dimensions

Minimum length 1,300 mm with PB1001 “PULL” lever type

Minimum length 1,160 mm with PB1002 “PUSH” lever type

100

280 400
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580

100 280
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71

1 mm = 0,0393 in

The range 
Complete automation systems with 24V D.C. operator.
PB1100  Automation system one-leaf swing doors.
PB2100  Automation system for two-leaf swing doors. Profile and profile covers are not included.
PF2100  Profile and profile cover for PB2100.

Accessories
PB1001  Straight transmission arm. “PULL” opening.
PB1002  Articulated transmission arm. “PUSH” opening.
MA7041  Emergency breakaway system complete with n. 2 12V - 0.8Ah batteries.
MA7034  Function selector.

NOTES:
* Max Length of profile and cover L = 5,000 mm / 196.85 in.
Min. length of profile and cover with con art. 001PB1001 L = 1,300 mm / 51.18 in.
Min. length of profile and cover with con art. 001PB1002 L = 1,160 mm / 45.66 in.

Technical features
Type PB1100 PB2100

Power supply (V) (50/60 Hz) 230 A.C. 230 A.C.

Power supply (V) (50/60 Hz) 24 D.C. 24 D.C.

Current draw (A) 0,6 1,2

Power (W) 138 276

Manoeuvre speed 90°(s) 2 ÷ 5 2 ÷ 5 

Duty cylce (%) INTENSIVE USE INTENSIVE USE

Torque (Nm) 40 40

Operating temperature (°C/°F) -20 - +55 / -4 - +131

 120V A.C.- 60 Hz PRODUCTS PLEASE CHECK OUR PRICE LIST                                                                          24V D.C.

Limits to use
1 Leaf models PB1100 PB1100 PB1100

Max weight of door leaf (Kg/lb) 250/550 200/440 150/330

Max width fo door leaf (mm/in) 800/32 1,000/40 1,200/47

2 Leaves models PB2100 PB2100 PB2100

Max weight of door leaf/ves (Kg/lb) 250 + 250/550+550 200 + 200/440+440 150 + 150/330+330

Max width fo door leaf/ves (mm/in) 800 + 800/32+32 1,000 + 1,000/40+40 1,200 + 1,200/47+47

 24V D.C.

Made in Italy

For its quality processes 
management Came Cancelli 
Automatici is ISO 9001:2000 

certified, and for its 
environmental management 

it is ISO 14001 certified. 
Came designs and 

manufactures entirely 
in Italy.

© Came  KDEP#CEN153AN10608 - 4/09 

Came
cancelli automatici
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Sizing a swing door with Fly is a simple operation.
All you need are the weight and width of the door leaf to be operated and to 
check that these are compatible with the limits to use.
One further measure will be to check the mechanical efficiency of the door, 
especially if the door is a pre-existing one.
Finally, it is important to check that the space needed to fix the operator is 
available above the door, besides the opening direction of the
door – wheter in the PULL or PUSH mode. This so as to choose which is the 
appropriate
motion lever to employ.

An automatic door provides an added value to any building, whether it be
office, residential or commercial.
Handsome and functional at the same time, door automation systems make 
life easier even as early as the design phase, where it is possible, to already
integrate the various available solutions so as to obtain the most performance 
out of the system.
Came automation systems, along with evolved design, make it so that
in modern day construction, doors are no longer a barrier, but rather a service.

Technology and usefulness

Automatic
swing doors

Public areas such as railroad 
stations, airports, hospitals and 
public offices.

Commercial areas such as shops, 
large distribution warehouses and 
pharmacies.

Customized and customisable profiles. 
The beam and cover are in natural anodized 
6060 aluminium alloy, but upon request, we 
can provide several types of varnish and 
anodized finishes.

Private and service areas  such 
as in restaurants, sports centres, 
businesses and residential areas.

Fly
Modern swing doors are ever more suitable for automation thanks to Fly, which 
represents an extremely versatile, easy to install solution.
In fact, any type of door, whether it be for normal or intensive duty conditions, 
may be easily operated with Fly both with one or two door leaves, depending on 
the need.

Fly automation systems are specifically engineered to operate swing 
doors of any type and build, weighing up to a maximum
of 250 Kg / 551 lb.
Thus, there is no need to install any particular doors prior to installing Fly. 
All that is needed is to fix the operator on the top part of the passage way, 
connecting the chosen motion level to the door leaf.
In the two leaf versions, Fly is made “to custom specifications” upon the 
client’s request, in order to get the most aesthetic yield for the installation.
Fly takes little time in the installation phase and minimal periodic maintenance,
and no extra care.
Thanks to its easy-to-use mounting base, the installation is made simple, 
by providing the exact position of the power cables and those needed to 
power the command safety accessories.
Thus, once the mounting base is fixed, all that is required is to set up the 
automation system.

For any type of door
A simple, versatile product, suitable for all 
applicative contexts

Sizing

With no barriers. 
Fly door automation systems, 
along with the Corsa and Rodeo 
series of sliding doors, provide valid 
assistance to design when space is 
an issue, and do away with archi-
tectural barriers and limitations.

Micro-photocells

Safety radar

Touch sensor

Safety radar

Function selector switch

Double Fly
operator

Intelligent “core”. 
The microprocessor-managed command 
and control logic enable to automation 
system to self-adjust the door operating 
parameters, providing maximum safety 
of the operation.

Access control.  
The Fly swing door operator provide the natural complement for the 
access control system.
Only by automating all of the doors within the controlled area, can client 
access be constantly monitored. This is true whether they be subscribed 
to just one service or simply operate in the controlled area. 
This is therefore a complete system, integrated in every detail, to provide 
maximum reliability and performance, in the best of Came tradition.

Obstacle detection. 
The control software enables to 
identify any obstacles on the motion 
line of the door leaves, and thus ac-
tivate the slow-moving safety
procedure, which re-sets itself when 
the obstacle has been removed.

Keypad / Keyswitch

Movement levers. 
These are specific for any application 
whether in the PULL or PUSH mode, 
depending on which side the operator is 
mounted in terms of the door.

A = 100 mm

71
C

B
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PUSH opening
ß = 120° ß = 180°

A = 100 mm / 3,93 in A = 100 mm / 3,93 in

B < 420 mm / 16,53 in B < 120 mm / 4,72 in

C < 350 mm / 13,77 in C < 50 mm / 1,96 in

D = 250 mm / 9,84 in D = 250 mm / 9,84 in

PULL opening
ß = 100° ß = 120°

A = 100 mm / 3,93 in A = 100 mm / 3,93 in

B = 65 mm / 2,55 in B = 65 mm / 2,55 in

D = 380 mm / 14,96 in D = 335 mm/ 13,18 in

Standard installation



Sizing a swing door with Fly is a simple operation.
All you need are the weight and width of the door leaf to be operated and to 
check that these are compatible with the limits to use.
One further measure will be to check the mechanical efficiency of the door, 
especially if the door is a pre-existing one.
Finally, it is important to check that the space needed to fix the operator is 
available above the door, besides the opening direction of the
door – wheter in the PULL or PUSH mode. This so as to choose which is the 
appropriate
motion lever to employ.

An automatic door provides an added value to any building, whether it be
office, residential or commercial.
Handsome and functional at the same time, door automation systems make 
life easier even as early as the design phase, where it is possible, to already
integrate the various available solutions so as to obtain the most performance 
out of the system.
Came automation systems, along with evolved design, make it so that
in modern day construction, doors are no longer a barrier, but rather a service.

Technology and usefulness

Automatic
swing doors

Public areas such as railroad 
stations, airports, hospitals and 
public offices.

Commercial areas such as shops, 
large distribution warehouses and 
pharmacies.

Customized and customisable profiles. 
The beam and cover are in natural anodized 
6060 aluminium alloy, but upon request, we 
can provide several types of varnish and 
anodized finishes.

Private and service areas such 
as in restaurants, sports centres, 
businesses and residential areas.

Fly
Modern swing doors are ever more suitable for automation thanks to Fly, which 
represents an extremely versatile, easy to install solution.
In fact, any type of door, whether it be for normal or intensive duty conditions,
may be easily operated with Fly both with one or two door leaves, depending on 
the need.

Fly automation systems are specifically engineered to operate swing 
doors of any type and build, weighing up to a maximum
of 250 Kg / 551 lb.
Thus, there is no need to install any particular doors prior to installing Fly. 
All that is needed is to fix the operator on the top part of the passage way, 
connecting the chosen motion level to the door leaf.
In the two leaf versions, Fly is made “to custom specifications” upon the 
client’s request, in order to get the most aesthetic yield for the installation.
Fly takes little time in the installation phase and minimal periodic maintenance, 
and no extra care.
Thanks to its easy-to-use mounting base, the installation is made simple, 
by providing the exact position of the power cables and those needed to 
power the command safety accessories.
Thus, once the mounting base is fixed, all that is required is to set up the 
automation system.

For any type of door
A simple, versatile product, suitable for all 
applicative contexts

Sizing

With no barriers. 
Fly door automation systems, 
along with the Corsa and Rodeo 
series of sliding doors, provide valid 
assistance to design when space is 
an issue, and do away with archi-
tectural barriers and limitations.

Micro-photocells

Safety radar

Touch sensor

Safety radar

Function selector switch

Double Fly
operator

Intelligent “core”. 
The microprocessor-managed command 
and control logic enable to automation 
system to self-adjust the door operating 
parameters, providing maximum safety 
of the operation.

Access control.  
The Fly swing door operator provide the natural complement for the 
access control system.
Only by automating all of the doors within the controlled area, can client 
access be constantly monitored. This is true whether they be subscribed 
to just one service or simply operate in the controlled area. 
This is therefore a complete system, integrated in every detail, to provide 
maximum reliability and performance, in the best of Came tradition.

Obstacle detection. 
The control software enables to 
identify any obstacles on the motion 
line of the door leaves, and thus ac-
tivate the slow-moving safety
procedure, which re-sets itself when 
the obstacle has been removed.

Keypad / Keyswitch

Movement levers. 
These are specific for any application 
whether in the PULL or PUSH mode, 
depending on which side the operator is 
mounted in terms of the door.
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PUSH opening
ß = 120° ß = 180°

A = 100 mm / 3,93 in A = 100 mm / 3,93 in

B < 420 mm / 16,53 in B < 120 mm / 4,72 in

C < 350 mm / 13,77 in C < 50 mm / 1,96 in

D = 250 mm / 9,84 in D = 250 mm / 9,84 in

PULL opening
ß = 100° ß = 120°

A = 100 mm / 3,93 in A = 100 mm / 3,93 in

B = 65 mm / 2,55 in B = 65 mm / 2,55 in

D = 380 mm / 14,96 in D = 335 mm/ 13,18 in

Standard installation



Sizing a swing door with Fly is a simple operation.
All you need are the weight and width of the door leaf to be operated and to 
check that these are compatible with the limits to use.
One further measure will be to check the mechanical efficiency of the door, 
especially if the door is a pre-existing one.
Finally, it is important to check that the space needed to fix the operator is 
available above the door, besides the opening direction of the
door – wheter in the PULL or PUSH mode. This so as to choose which is the 
appropriate
motion lever to employ.

An automatic door provides an added value to any building, whether it be
office, residential or commercial.
Handsome and functional at the same time, door automation systems make 
life easier even as early as the design phase, where it is possible, to already
integrate the various available solutions so as to obtain the most performance 
out of the system.
Came automation systems, along with evolved design, make it so that
in modern day construction, doors are no longer a barrier, but rather a service.

Technology and usefulness

Automatic
swing doors

Public areas such as railroad 
stations, airports, hospitals and 
public offices.

Commercial areas such as shops, 
large distribution warehouses and 
pharmacies.

Customized and customisable profiles. 
The beam and cover are in natural anodized 
6060 aluminium alloy, but upon request, we 
can provide several types of varnish and 
anodized finishes.

Private and service areas such 
as in restaurants, sports centres, 
businesses and residential areas.

Fly
Modern swing doors are ever more suitable for automation thanks to Fly, which 
represents an extremely versatile, easy to install solution.
In fact, any type of door, whether it be for normal or intensive duty conditions,
may be easily operated with Fly both with one or two door leaves, depending on 
the need.

Fly automation systems are specifically engineered to operate swing 
doors of any type and build, weighing up to a maximum
of 250 Kg / 551 lb.
Thus, there is no need to install any particular doors prior to installing Fly. 
All that is needed is to fix the operator on the top part of the passage way, 
connecting the chosen motion level to the door leaf.
In the two leaf versions, Fly is made “to custom specifications” upon the 
client’s request, in order to get the most aesthetic yield for the installation.
Fly takes little time in the installation phase and minimal periodic maintenance,
and no extra care.
Thanks to its easy-to-use mounting base, the installation is made simple, 
by providing the exact position of the power cables and those needed to 
power the command safety accessories.
Thus, once the mounting base is fixed, all that is required is to set up the 
automation system.

For any type of door
A simple, versatile product, suitable for all 
applicative contexts

Sizing

With no barriers. 
Fly door automation systems, 
along with the Corsa and Rodeo 
series of sliding doors, provide valid 
assistance to design when space is 
an issue, and do away with archi-
tectural barriers and limitations.

Micro-photocells

Safety radar

Touch sensor

Safety radar

Function selector switch

Double Fly
operator

Intelligent “core”. 
The microprocessor-managed command 
and control logic enable to automation 
system to self-adjust the door operating 
parameters, providing maximum safety 
of the operation.

Access control.  
The Fly swing door operator provide the natural complement for the 
access control system.
Only by automating all of the doors within the controlled area, can client 
access be constantly monitored. This is true whether they be subscribed 
to just one service or simply operate in the controlled area. 
This is therefore a complete system, integrated in every detail, to provide 
maximum reliability and performance, in the best of Came tradition.

Obstacle detection. 
The control software enables to 
identify any obstacles on the motion 
line of the door leaves, and thus ac-
tivate the slow-moving safety
procedure, which re-sets itself when 
the obstacle has been removed.

Keypad / Keyswitch

Movement levers. 
These are specific for any application 
whether in the PULL or PUSH mode, 
depending on which side the operator is 
mounted in terms of the door.
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PUSH opening
ß = 120° ß = 180°

A = 100 mm / 3,93 in A = 100 mm / 3,93 in

B < 420 mm / 16,53 in B < 120 mm / 4,72 in

C < 350 mm / 13,77 in C < 50 mm / 1,96 in

D = 250 mm / 9,84 in D = 250 mm / 9,84 in

PULL opening
ß = 100° ß = 120°

A = 100 mm / 3,93 in A = 100 mm / 3,93 in

B = 65 mm / 2,55 in B = 65 mm / 2,55 in

D = 380 mm / 14,96 in D = 335 mm/ 13,18 in

Standard installation



Fly
The operator for swing
doors that meets any 
requirements

A revolutionary product, specifically 

designed to operate any type of 

door, safely and reliably, to make 

your operations as simple as 

possible.

Operators for 
swing door of up 
to 1.2 m / 4 ft

Dedicated accessories 
An automatic door system requires it to be integrated with accessories,
which are indispensable for its command and safety functions.

For this purpose Came offers specific devices for any applicative context
and need, even special needs.

Command radar, function selector, emergency batteries, sensitive plates,
and coded selectors are just some examples of what is available to install 
complete, functional and above all original Came systems.

> Function selector switch

This is a fundamental command element for doors and enables the duty 

mode to be selected, to control movement of the door leaves.

It is applied near the threshold or elsewhere depending on the

specific needs.

> Volumetric touch sensor

This is a manual command that enables the opening of the door without

coming into physical contact with the actual command, while at the same 

time avoiding any unwanted openings.

Especially suited for hospitals, general surgeries and anywhere where

hygiene is an issue.

> Sensitive floor plates

These elements have been designed to provide a local ground-based

command, which is covered by a door-mat. Especially suited for condition 

of reduced space.

> Adjustable infrared radar

These are applicable in the majority of automation systems applied to 

control people passages in both residential and commercial settings.

> Volumetric microwave radar

These are specific for detecting both people and objects (e.g. carts),

these are preferred in supermarkets and shopping malls.

They are available in four models which differ in range, directionality 

and height of application.

> Infrared safety radar

This device performs specific detection functions for protection

in the areas adjacent to the door leaf movement.

It is particularly suited when a very high level of security is required 

as, for example in hospitals and schools.

> Numeric code selectors

> Transponder sensor

Specific accessories especially designed for command safety.

In fact, only those users, authorised through a personal code, card or

transponder keychain, will be able to operate the automation system.

> Please Note

Fly automation systems can be connected to a 12V – 15W max.

electric lock.

The command accessories

> Micro-photocells

These are primary safety elements 

for user safety, they are miniaturised 

and can be even placed in the thin 

aluminium door risers of modern 

door profiles.

> Emergency battery card

This ensures functioning even during 

a temporary blackout. 

It may configured in different operating 

modes.

The safety devices

Dimensions

Minimum length 1,300 mm with PB1001 “PULL” lever type

Minimum length 1,160 mm with PB1002 “PUSH” lever type
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1 mm = 0,0393 in

The range 
Complete automation systems with 24V D.C. operator.
PB1100  Automation system one-leaf swing doors.
PB2100  Automation system for two-leaf swing doors. Profile and profile covers are not included.
PF2100  Profile and profile cover for PB2100.

Accessories
PB1001  Straight transmission arm. “PULL” opening.
PB1002  Articulated transmission arm. “PUSH” opening.
MA7041  Emergency breakaway system complete with n. 2 12V - 0.8Ah batteries.
MA7034  Function selector.

NOTES:
* Max Length of profile and cover L = 5,000 mm / 196.85 in.
Min. length of profile and cover with con art. 001PB1001 L = 1,300 mm / 51.18 in.
Min. length of profile and cover with con art. 001PB1002 L = 1,160 mm / 45.66 in.

Technical features
Type PB1100 PB2100

Power supply (V) (50/60 Hz) 230 A.C. 230 A.C.

Power supply (V) (50/60 Hz) 24 D.C. 24 D.C.

Current draw (A) 0,6 1,2

Power (W) 138 276

Manoeuvre speed 90°(s) 2 ÷ 5 2 ÷ 5 

Duty cylce (%) INTENSIVE USE INTENSIVE USE

Torque (Nm) 40 40

Operating temperature (°C/°F) -20 - +55 / -4 - +131

 120V A.C.- 60 Hz PRODUCTS PLEASE CHECK OUR PRICE LIST                                                                          24V D.C.

Limits to use
1 Leaf models PB1100 PB1100 PB1100

Max weight of door leaf (Kg/lb) 250/550 200/440 150/330

Max width fo door leaf (mm/in) 800/32 1,000/40 1,200/47

2 Leaves models PB2100 PB2100 PB2100

Max weight of door leaf/ves (Kg/lb) 250 + 250/550+550 200 + 200/440+440 150 + 150/330+330

Max width fo door leaf/ves (mm/in) 800 + 800/32+32 1,000 + 1,000/40+40 1,200 + 1,200/47+47

 24V D.C.

Made in Italy

For its quality processes 
management Came Cancelli 
Automatici is ISO 9001:2000 

certified, and for its 
environmental management 

it is ISO 14001 certified. 
Came designs and 

manufactures entirely 
in Italy.

© Came  KDEP#CEN153AN10608 - 4/09 

Came
cancelli automatici
S.p.A.
via Martiri della Libertà, 15
31030 Dosson di Casier
Treviso - ITALY
www.came.com - info@came.it
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The operator for swing
doors that meets any 
requirements

A revolutionary product, specifically 

designed to operate any type of 

door, safely and reliably, to make 

your operations as simple as 

possible.

Operators for 
swing door of up 
to 1.2 m / 4 ft

Dedicated accessories 
An automatic door system requires it to be integrated with accessories,
which are indispensable for its command and safety functions.

For this purpose Came offers specific devices for any applicative context
and need, even special needs.

Command radar, function selector, emergency batteries, sensitive plates,
and coded selectors are just some examples of what is available to install 
complete, functional and above all original Came systems.

> Function selector switch

This is a fundamental command element for doors and enables the duty 

mode to be selected, to control movement of the door leaves.

It is applied near the threshold or elsewhere depending on the

specific needs.

> Volumetric touch sensor

This is a manual command that enables the opening of the door without

coming into physical contact with the actual command, while at the same 

time avoiding any unwanted openings.

Especially suited for hospitals, general surgeries and anywhere where

hygiene is an issue.

> Sensitive floor plates

These elements have been designed to provide a local ground-based

command, which is covered by a door-mat. Especially suited for condition 

of reduced space.

> Adjustable infrared radar

These are applicable in the majority of automation systems applied to 

control people passages in both residential and commercial settings.

> Volumetric microwave radar

These are specific for detecting both people and objects (e.g. carts),

these are preferred in supermarkets and shopping malls.

They are available in four models which differ in range, directionality 

and height of application.

> Infrared safety radar

This device performs specific detection functions for protection

in the areas adjacent to the door leaf movement.

It is particularly suited when a very high level of security is required 

as, for example in hospitals and schools.

> Numeric code selectors

> Transponder sensor

Specific accessories especially designed for command safety.

In fact, only those users, authorised through a personal code, card or

transponder keychain, will be able to operate the automation system.

> Please Note

Fly automation systems can be connected to a 12V – 15W max.

electric lock.

The command accessories

> Micro-photocells

These are primary safety elements 

for user safety, they are miniaturised 

and can be even placed in the thin 

aluminium door risers of modern 

door profiles.

> Emergency battery card

This ensures functioning even during 

a temporary blackout. 

It may configured in different operating

modes.

The safety devices
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Minimum length 1,300 mm with PB1001 “PULL” lever type

Minimum length 1,160 mm with PB1002 “PUSH” lever type
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The range 
Complete automation systems with 24V D.C. operator.
PB1100  Automation system one-leaf swing doors.
PB2100  Automation system for two-leaf swing doors. Profile and profile covers are not included.
PF2100  Profile and profile cover for PB2100.

Accessories
PB1001  Straight transmission arm. “PULL” opening.
PB1002  Articulated transmission arm. “PUSH” opening.
MA7041  Emergency breakaway system complete with n. 2 12V - 0.8Ah batteries.
MA7034  Function selector.

NOTES:
* Max Length of profile and cover L = 5,000 mm / 196.85 in.
Min. length of profile and cover with con art. 001PB1001 L = 1,300 mm / 51.18 in.
Min. length of profile and cover with con art. 001PB1002 L = 1,160 mm / 45.66 in.

Technical features
Type PB1100 PB2100

Power supply (V) (50/60 Hz) 230 A.C. 230 A.C.

Power supply (V) (50/60 Hz) 24 D.C. 24 D.C.

Current draw (A) 0,6 1,2

Power (W) 138 276
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Torque (Nm) 40 40

Operating temperature (°C/°F) -20 - +55 / -4 - +131
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Limits to use
1 Leaf models PB1100 PB1100 PB1100

Max weight of door leaf (Kg/lb) 250/550 200/440 150/330
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